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International tracking of the COVID-19 invasion:
an amazing example of a globalized scientific coordination
effort
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Abstract It is extraordinary to witness the spread of

COVID-19 almost in real-time. This tight monitoring

of the invasion of a new virus is a situation that most

other invasion scientists could only dream of. Espe-

cially spatiotemporal spread data of the early phases of

an invasion would be extremely useful in order to

understand and predict the human-mediated spread of

species around the globe. So far, invasive species that

directly affect human health, such as the Sars-Cov-2

virus causing COVID-19, have been treated differ-

ently from invasive species affecting environmental

health. Despite progresses in constructing large

checklists of invasive species, these records often

enter the databases only decades after the establish-

ment of the organism in a country. This is inadequate

to understand ongoing spread dynamics and estimate

current invasion risks. Yet, national services often

possess extremely useful information about early

detections and interceptions of species at air and

maritime ports, which could greatly improve predic-

tions and help set management priorities. Considering

the massive impacts of invasive species, it is time to

move on to such a collaborative way of handling

invasion data. Invasive insects, birds, mammals, fungi,

and other species are the result of globalization and

call for a globalized response, exactly like the

COVID-19 pandemic.
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It is extraordinary to witness the spread of COVID-19

almost in real-time. One can follow daily news about

the number of new cases and deaths resulting from this

respiratory disease since its very beginning in China to

several hundreds of thousands of cases in over one

hundred countries worldwide. Although most citizens

take this information for granted, it is actually the

result of a remarkable international open data-sharing

policy. International health regulations require coun-

tries to inform the World Health Organization (WHO)

of any event that may have implications for interna-

tional public health (World Health Organization

2005). As a result, WHO is able to publish a database

of cases and their geographic locations with daily

updates. The data on the spread of COVID-19 are

openly accessible to researchers who can build maps

and mathematically model the spread of the disease to
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make predictions about potential future spread under

different scenarios (Dong et al. 2020).

This tight monitoring of the invasion of a new virus

is a situation that most other invasion scientists could

only dream of. Especially spatiotemporal spread data

of the early phases of an invasion would be extremely

useful in order to understand and predict the human-

mediated spread of species around the globe. There are

thousands of invasive species, including mammals,

birds, fish, amphibians, insects, microbes, fungi, and

viruses, that constitute a major threat to biodiversity,

agriculture, health, and the economy, especially in the

least developed countries (Early et al. 2016). How-

ever, invasive species that directly affect human

health, such as the Sars-Cov-2 virus causing

COVID-19, have been treated differently from inva-

sive species affecting environmental health (Martinou

and Roy 2018). Calls have long been made to

implement an international ‘‘biosecurity strategy’’

covering infectious diseases and other invasive organ-

isms to address common issues such as coordination

across governments and other institutions at all levels

(Meyerson and Reaser 2002). However, there are still

no international mechanisms or regulations to address

collective environmental risks posed by invasive

species that do not necessarily affect human health

and that are introduced by the global commodity trade

(Keller and Perrings 2011).

The scientific community has made progresses in

constructing large checklists and databases of invasive

species, for example Delivering Alien Invasive

Species Inventories for Europe (DAISIE, European

Commission 2010), the IUCN Global Invasive Species

database (GISD, IUCN 2020) or the Global Register of

Introduced and Invasive Species (GRIIS, Pagad et al.

2018), which enable invasion scientists to map large-

scale patterns (Essl et al. 2011; Dawson et al. 2017;

Dyer et al. 2017; Turbelin et al. 2017) and to study the

intercontinental exchanges of species (Van Kleunen

et al. 2015; Capinha et al. 2017). But an important

difference with the COVID-19 updates is the time-

scale: there are frequently long time lags between

arrival of an organism, detection, and invasion (Coutts

et al. 2017). Therefore, records often enter the

database only decades after the establishment of the

organism in a country. This is inadequate to under-

stand ongoing spread dynamics and estimate current

invasion risks. For example, a country that has

received an invasive species may already serve as

source of new additional invasions, via the so-called

bridgehead effect (Bertelsmeier and Keller 2018),

even before the invasion is known to scientists. Yet,

national services often possess extremely useful

information about early detections and interceptions

of species at air and maritime ports, which could

greatly improve predictions and help set management

priorities. The international sharing of COVID-19

data, especially in its earliest stages, is impressive and

should serve as an example for tracking other invasive

organisms (although the international response to

manage this infectious disease may have been less

coordinated). Considering the massive impacts of

invasive species and associated costs of more than

several hundred billion US dollars annually (Pimentel

2011), it is time to move on to such a collaborative way

of handling invasion data. Invasive insects, birds,

mammals, fungi, and other species are the result of

globalization and call for a globalized response,

exactly like the COVID-19 pandemic.
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